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i have just about finished this course and i have to say i am glad i started to use pimsleur. i hope it
will help me to learn italian faster. i think is a really good language for the beginner.even if you

already know one or two words you can still learn more. i think when someone starts learning a new
language it's nice to have something like that because you have the list of expressions, and

everyone probably needs a common starting point. i really do not know what the italian market is. i
know that it is a very import, valuable and hard language. i have taken some of the language

courses in the past and they never worked for me. then i started to learn german and have never
looked back. i hope this hasn't been covered before but it should be. i started the pimsleur course
italian years ago and it worked well at first. then i decided to listen to it with headphones. this is
where the trouble began. i have lots of trouble staying in the target language and i would pretty
much listen to it as "italian did me wrong, i should have it right." so i switched to a cd. that was

stupid. now i listen to the recorded words through my computer and i can't switch languages. it is so
frustrating. a couple of years ago i took the pimsleur italian course and i love it. it is exactly what i

needed. i started to speak a few words and i can count on my fingers how much i can talk in italian. i
found italian speakers, and in general it worked great. the only issue i had was that i didn't really feel

that the words were coming out of my mouth. so i tried a new approach. i started learning with an
amplified device. it is called the wolf digital hyperion 5500. it has a microphone and speakers. i use it
in high environments when there is noise, like in a cafe. i used it in a cafe in rome, and it worked like
a charm. now i switched to a headphone because i moved to a city where i speak more italian but i
don't feel confident to talk in public. i learned the language just by using the hyperion, and i saw

improvements quickly. it is a little bit less expensive than the pimsleur, and i buy it with the kit that
includes the amplifier, the headphones, the cd, and the microphone. i love this device.
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thanks for the feedback. i'm really pleased with how well the pimsleur courses (pimsleur italian
complete in particular) have helped me in that i can actually speak italian again (i fell so out of touch

with it that i had no idea how to speak it properly a few years ago). it's really great to have such a
high standard of learning ability, such a nice voice and so much italian at my fingertips. hopefully i
won't need to learn any more italian now though, i think i just have all the tools i need to help me.
and i haven't even heard the language in a full length film yet, so i'm hoping i'll find all the places

and personas to use it. if i do need any more for a trip to italy i'll try to keep my hands off the ipod i
can't find the patience to listen to the dvds, they simply don't seem to be as structured as pimsleur.
so far pimsleur has done a great job, far superior than any other language course i've done in the

past. i'm particularly pleased at how it's able to get me speaking like an italian again, which as i've
been told is difficult. it takes one session on each of my course pimsleur courses (on the italian

complete to start with) to get back to within 99% accuracy of the native speaker. once that's up to
100% i'm good to go with it again. yes, i agree that the only good thing about the course is its

simplicity and speed, it doesn't teach you grammar and it doesn't make you practice your
pronunciation. i don't think that its pronunciation lessons are very good. i mean, if you want to

improve your pronunciation, you can easily try and improve it by listening to its pimsleur's lessons
and by practicing it with the other languages it teaches. i did all that and it works very well. i didn't

learn pronunciation from pimsleur italian, i learned it from other language courses (spanish, german,
chinese, korean, japanese). 5ec8ef588b
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